Property & Casualty—U.S.
Market Update December 2013

Summary of 2013 Results and Looking
Ahead to 2014

The continued strength of the property and casualty insurance
industry, and increased competition, bodes well for buyers. The

The property market

beginning-of-the-year rebound remained strong through the second

has become much more

quarter, according to Dr. Robert Hartwig, Insurance Information

competitive in 2013 and has

Institute. Premium growth, fewer catastrophe losses, and depth

continually moved downward

of reserves positively impacted the industry combined ratio. This

to some degree on many

led to an underwriting profit of $2.3 billion, which bolstered the

accounts. This is tempered,

industry bottom line despite persistent low interest rates. Several

depending on how the

overall industry trends are worthy to note:


account was structured the

Excess capacity and improving economic conditions continue

previous year.

to fuel competition.


-Greg DiPrato

New entrants to the market impact pricing in the buyer’s favor
with several key markets emphasizing growth.



Many carriers are aggressively pushing a multiline strategy in an
effort to increase account penetration.



The market for tougher classes of risks continues to be
constrained by limited market participants for both the primary
and lead umbrella.
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TRIA
The Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA), updated in 2007 as the Terrorism Risk Insurance Program Reauthorization
Act (TRIPRA), is scheduled to expire 2014. If 2014 begins without government action, insurers will be exposed to
unlimited terrorism-related workers’ compensation liability for policies expiring after December 31, 2014. TRIA has
been in place since 2002 when Congress acted to ensure that there was a market-based solution for insurance losses
caused by terrorist acts. Sponsors generally agreed that the Act could one day be phased out, and in fact, throughout
the life of the Act, protection has been diminished; however, definitive limits remain that comfort carriers and
investors.
Most commercial property, liability, and workers’ compensation policies are subject to TRIA; however, TRIA does not
affect certain types of commercial policies such as automobile, professional liability (other than directors and officers
insurance), farmowner’s multiperil, burglary and theft, surety, medical malpractice, fidelity, and crop insurance. Carriers
seem most concerned about an event involving nuclear, biological, chemical or radiological (NBCR) materials.
Rumors are circulating that TRIA will not be renewed. As a result, insurers are in the process of preparing their
position. Lockton is committed to providing clients with updates as developments occur.
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What Should You Know
Should TRIA be nonrenewed, there may be a number of
insureds that will have to retain a significant terrorism-related
exposure for workers’ compensation coverage, as statutory
coverage may be unavailable or cost-prohibitive. The likely
impact will be in “Tier 1” cities, such as New York, Las Vegas,
Los Angeles, and Washington D.C., and for those employers
with significant payroll exposure. Other potential outcomes
include:


A run on the assigned risk market



Increases in assessment charges that fund those assigned
risk markets



A significant increase in the cost of catastrophic workers’
compensation coverage



The transfer of the catastrophic risk burden from the
government to business

Insureds should be prepared for “conditional notices” on
policies incepting after January 1, 2014, that give the insurer
the right to eliminate terrorism coverage or cancel the workers’
compensation policy if TRIA is nonrenewed. In addition, we
anticipate seeing endorsements (where allowed by the state
insurance departments) that may allow for pricing changes. We
suggest taking a proactive risk management approach regarding
coverage terms and conditions and advising your contract
review group that precaution should be taken when agreeing to
provide terrorism coverage as part of a contractual requirement.
Changes are clearly on the horizon. While there is no predicting
the outcome, we can be certain that a nonrenewal of TRIA will
create a cost shift. Who ends up with the burden of that cost is
yet to be determined.
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Property—Middle Market

To Summarize and Look Ahead

The market is very favorable for middle market property

Property rates in 2013 have been affected by:

accounts, according to Scott Curtis, Lockton Vice



Lowering Tier 1 wind.

Many carriers are aggressively seeking new business



Increased capacity.

or increasing their participation on shared and layered



The capital markets play.

accounts. Good underwriting results and reduced



Reinsurance treaty costs down.



Florida CAT reinsurance costs down.



Light loss activity in 2013.

President and Property Practice Leader, St. Louis.

reinsurance costs have led carriers to routinely offer rate
decreases, which have varied by industry class, degree of
catastrophe exposure, and loss history. Rate decreases
have been in the range of 3-10 percent. If catastrophe

New capacity might help flatten the property market in

issues remain low, reinsurance renewals will continue

2014.

to be favorable, and carriers will become even more
aggressive in writing new business. This could potentially

According to Lockton experts, rates will depend on the

accelerate rate decreases entering 2014.

risk, how it is marketed, and what type of competition is
introduced.

Property—Large Market
The market has become much more competitive in 2013,

Casualty—Middle Market

and pricing has moved downward to some degree on

The broad casualty market has leveled, but it’s not a

many accounts. This is tempered, depending on how the

classic soft market where all buyers can expect across-

account was structured the previous year. In quota-shared

the-board price cuts, according to Mark Zwickel,

layered programs, pricing also depends on whether or not

Lockton Executive Vice President and CID Manager,

competition is brought into the account and whether or

Los Angeles. Good risks can earn a rate of decrease

not the account can be restructured. If the account has

while risks with higher than expected losses will get a

been marketed extensively with no new markets, or the

rate increase relative to their experience.

ability to restructure, then the renewal price is probably
going to be flat to a 5 percent increase, and not realize

The market remains influenced by underwriters as

pricing decreases evident elsewhere.

policies are evaluated by line of coverage based on risk
profile. Workers’ compensation is still the exception,

Companies with losses might be a bit higher but still

with increases in certain states. In the commercial

have opportunity to negotiate rates downward, according

market segment, pricing remains steady. This elevates the

to Jim Rubel, Lockton Executive Vice President, Major

opportunity for companies with excellent risk profiles to

Accounts Property, New York.

have better outcomes, especially with higher excess layers
and lead excess programs, according to Eric Silverstein,

The broad casualty market has leveled, but it’s not a classic soft market where all
buyers can expect across-the-board price cuts.
-Mark Zwickel
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Lockton Senior Vice President and National Accounts



Team Leader, Atlanta. He points out some trends:


domestically and worldwide, means increased
insurance capacity is chasing the same, or shrinking

Several companies have changed their internal rating

exposure base.

systems to balance their book. If companies have
too much workers’ compensation, they change their

We believe these factors will lead to broadly softer

rating systems to be friendlier to auto and liability.

market conditions for generalized classes of casualty

This creates a natural change in their portfolio mix

business in 2014.

based on their pricing system.


Continuation of a sluggish economy, both

Also from a casualty standpoint, the market

Markets are underwriting industry groups a bit more

differentiates between run-of-the-mill and tougher risk.

closely than in the past. This is particularly evident

Tougher classes of risk will see a narrower number of

in the excess area. Some markets have decided to

markets willing to compete. Some markets are trying to

pursue a certain sector and revise their pricing model

push a firming market, especially in the lead umbrellas

to reflect that change across their organization.

where they predominate, according to Matthew Edelheit,

Middle market auto is starting to see some rate increases

Lockton Senior Vice President, Denver. Auto is a prime

across the industry. The distracted-driving threat

example with primary attachment movements upward,

is picking up some steam with carriers in the past

not resulting in a reduction in the cost on the umbrella.

few years.

Accounts with large fleets are seeing more of a price
increase from the attachment point of rate.

Casualty—Large Market
For those risks with significant severity exposure,

Workers’ compensation remains under pressure, and

including energy and mining, markets continue to press

carriers continue to look closely at retentions and rate.

for and mostly receive price increases in the high single

There is an attempt to differentiate risks based on class

digits. This is caused by so few viable markets being

of business and loss history. Expect rate changes from

available for the primary and lead umbrella and no

flat to high single digits and less spread in the market

signs of new capacity on the horizon. This pattern will

between renewal and new business.

continue through the end of 2013 and into next year,

The wider, diversified casualty marketplace outlook is

according to Vince Gaffigan, Lockton Executive Vice

somewhat different due to several factors:

President, Director of Risk Consulting, St. Louis. Clients



are managing through this by distinguishing themselves

Insurance industry capacity/balance sheet strength

as “best in class” in their market submission and by

at record levels.


looking closely at retentions and attachment points,

Competitive pressure from new players and shifting

according to Vince Gaffigan.

market appetite.
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market; however, terms, conditions, and global capability

Executive Risk

must be closely evaluated against peers.

Overall, public company directors and officers is
experiencing single-digit increases. Private company

International Property & Casualty Package

directors and officers is generally flattening after several

Due to continued frequency and severity of global CAT

months of increases. Financial institution directors

events, international package business is becoming more

and officers pricing is also flattening after double-digit

restrictive. While international casualty remains soft,

increases caused by the 2008 financial crisis. Merger

markets are struggling with the property element of

objection claims have increased in frequency and

international package business due to:

severity, causing underwriters to oppose increased
retentions for merger and acquisition-related claims,



Information quality

Some sectors, however, are seeing firming trends:



Aggregation

California EPL both in pricing and retention levels,



Risk quality

healthcare directors and officers, and hedge funds.



CAT exposure

according to Jed Shea, Lockton Senior Vice President.

The carriers that remain in the package market tend to
underwrite locations individually with variable limits and

Merger objection claims have increased in

deductibles, or outright are excluding CAT coverage.

frequency and severity, causing underwriters

Rate increases for the property element of these

to oppose increased retentions for merger

programs can be greater than 5 percent, depending on

and acquisition-related claims

value at risk and exposure to CAT. Lockton will often

Jed Shea

seek stand-alone international casualty alongside a global
property program as a solution to the constriction in this
market.

International Casualty—Small/Middle-Market

International Casualty—Large Multinationals

The international casualty market continues to be highly

Competition for large international casualty business

competitive for small- and middle-market risks, driven

remains high among carriers with sufficient capability to

by positive loss performance, according to Michael

manage clients in more than ten countries. The market

Lombardi, Lockton Vice President, Global Client

for large global risks has historically been limited to a

Services, New York. Loss ratios remain consistently

few carriers. The German market specifically is attracting

below average due to the low incidence of litigation

large, loss-sensitive programs due to their flexible

outside the United States. Existing markets eager to

position on collateral, as well as coverage extensions not

enhance profitability are showing an increased appetite

typically available in the U.S. market, according to Tim

for small- and middle-market international casualty

Kuklevsky, Global Client Services, New York. Note,

business and will price accordingly under competition

however, limitations with respect to suits brought in the

to gain market share. Rate decreases of 5 percent or

U.S. are common in the European market.

more are not uncommon. The potential for strong
underwriting profit is also driving new entrants to the
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The focus for large international casualty risks centers on

From a builder’s risk perspective, property still has plenty

coverage, compliance, and emerging risks. Compliance is

of capacity, but there are a couple of larger markets going

evolving from basic policy issuance to contract certainty,

after frame construction who are restricting appetite

ensuring consistent and sufficient limits, terms, and

for that line or increasing rates. Capacity is not affecting

conditions in each country. Emerging risk focuses on:

construction as much because of the hometown nature



of the business and the inability to get investment income.

Changes to BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India, China)

Carriers are still looking at underwriting profit and are

countries.


having some reserve releases but are not getting the

Increased cultural awareness with respect to

benefit of the stock market so are hedging their bets a bit,

litigation and fair labor practices.


Supply chain.



Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).



Risk quality.



Intellectual property.

according to Mary Ann Krautheim, Senior Vice President,
Kansas City.

Successful carriers will bring solutions, services,
capability, and bespoke coverages in addition to
competitive pricing to successfully write large global
programs. Increased underwriting discipline remains for
large multinational risk with pricing generally flat over
the last two quarters.
Construction
The construction adage “location, location, location”
applies for the current state of the construction market.
Rates have increased in New York due to the New York
labor law reaction to general liability. Large project rates
in New York have increased from 5-7 percent of overall
construction cost two years ago to around 15 percent of
total cost. Capacity is proving difficult to find. On the
West Coast, the issue is terms versus pricing, with carriers
looking very closely at residential, including apartments, and
being hesitant to waive that exposure. Large-risk incumbent
carriers are seeking increases, but there are a couple of
markets willing to look at rate decreases. In the middle
market area, rates are decreasing slightly.
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Lead umbrella capacity remains constrained, especially

Mining

for underground mining. Carriers are pushing for higher

The mining sector is benefiting from carriers’ desire to

attachment points—anywhere between $5 million and

increase their line size. Mining underwriters are feeling

$10 million—and are generally unwilling to give up

the impact of a recent pit mine loss in the Western U.S.,

premium to offset these higher costs. Pure rate increases

however, and this has dampened their willingness to

are running about 5-10 percent, dependent upon loss

consider rate decreases. Nevertheless, Lockton is still

history and the attachment point. There is some new

seeing some rate decreases in this sector ranging from 2

market capacity on selected risks with some new entrants,

to 8 percent, with some exceptions.

but those new players in the mining sector are highly

Primary casualty in the mining sector continues to be

selective in where they want to participate, e.g., lead or

constrained by limited marketplace, says Diane Fischer,

second layer.

Senior Vice President, Mining Practice Leader, St. Louis.


In excess casualty, the pressure to increase rates is not as

Workers’ compensation—Carriers are looking to

great, but markets will seek to follow the lead layer. There

maintain/increase retentions to preserve results and

is ample capacity excess of $50 million, and pricing can

are still pushing hard for premium rate increases in

generally be held flat.

the single digits.


General and auto liability—As in workers’
compensation, looking for the rate increase and
generally able to get it (up to 5 percent). Responding
to pressure from lead umbrella underwriters on
attachment points, we are often seeking higher
primary limits. Buffer layers are being used more
routinely, but this added cost is rarely offset in the
umbrella pricing.
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Healthcare

Health systems are continuing to grow in exposure without

Hal Kinsey, Senior Vice President, Healthcare
Practice Leader, St. Louis

incurring additional premiums on the hospital professional

Physicians

Inadequate checks and balances in the process of assessing

liability side due to expanded use of trusts and captives.
new exposure suggest that true underwriting is not

The implementation of the Affordable Care Act has

occurring.

created many moving parts. Physician practices have moved
to consolidate within hospital systems just as millions are

Regulatory protection and cyber coverage are the most

becoming insured for the first time and will be seeking to

prominent topics for risk managers. Insurance carriers

test their new insurance program.

profess that they receive at least one cyber claim per day
from the healthcare community. There is still a diligent

Private equity firms are still players in the physician-

underwriting process for cyber coverage, yet marginal

owned hospital arena; however, the Affordable Care Act

premium spends given the exposure and frequency of

implementation will limit the growth and expansion of

claims. Carriers are paying significant commissions on

these opportunities. The Act also has a medical device

these programs demonstrating an appetite for the risk;

tax of 2.3 percent, which is being passed along to the

however, look for reconciliation on pricing if claims activity

physicians.

continues to manifest.

The physician professional liability marketplace still has
vast overcapacity. Some traditional markets are serving as

Assisted Living Facilities

consolidators through acquisition of other carriers. These

Assisted living facilities still have ample market solutions for

markets are looking for new avenues of revenue through

most lines of coverage, but buyers are very price driven. Most

unbundled services, creating hospital professional liability

facilities are facing continued pressure on cash with many

products and seeking to integrate themselves within the

states far behind on their reimbursements. Some states in

hospital system. They are now resources for captives, loss

fiscal crisis, Illinois is an example, are delaying reimbursement

portfolio transfers, and other alternative risk endeavors but

even further. Challenges are still workers’ compensation

are struggling to utilize their capacity.

and auto liability insurance for these facilities. Lumping two
lines together sometimes helps, but pricing on these lines

The alternative marketplace of captives and risk retention

will escalate. Dependent on size, many are self-insured for

groups continues on but are challenged to show economic

much of their exposure, which means effective collateral

value at this stage of a soft market.

management can be a great value add for the client.

Hospitals

Hospital system mergers and acquisitions where not-forprofits are dominating the marketplace show no indication
of any capital shortages. A recent downgrade of hospital
debt may send a message to the healthcare community.
Hospital professional liability markets are in abundance
with some key new entrants to the field.
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Insurer losses stabilized in Q1 2013
Market Update,
Propertyloss
& Casualty—U.S.
2011 and 2012: Some of the costliest
catastrophe
years
 In Q1 2013: Insured losses dropped by $1B





Lockton

94.8% combined ratio in Q1 2013, down from 99% a year earlier


Superstorm Sandy’s impact not as bad as feared

U.S. P r o perty & C asualty I ndustry at a Glance
Underwriting Performance

Combined Ratio
U.S. 2007–2013 (Q2)
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Underwriting Performance:
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Net
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The 105%
industry continued to realize

102.4%
underwriting profit in the second
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quarter
of 2013, as a result of premium
100%
growth, increased reserve releases,

95.1% losses, trending
and fewer catastrophe

95%

pricing downward.

Current Dynamics

90%

Written Premium2001
Growth
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2007

Sources: Insurance Information Institute
*Includes mortgage guarantee insurers
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Premiums increasing modestly
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 Smallu:\ips
and
medium account pricing
2003 to 2013 (Q2)



103.2%

rising more than large accounts



Commercial lines rates rising by
single digits for most lines
(assuming a favorable loss history)



Some lines experiencing
upward
Net written premiums rose 4.5 percent
pricing, particularly
workers’
for the first half
of 2013 to 4.7 percent
Q2
2013
compared
to 3.7 percent gain
compensation
p

first half of 2012.

Net Written Premium Growth:
Modest Year-to-Year Change in NWP—2002–2013 Q2
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Source: Insurance Information Institute

All charts include mortgage and financial guaranty insurers.
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strophe loss years
B
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The industry combined ratio, a measure of
underwriting profit, rose slightly to

94.8%

97.9 percent for the first half of 2013 compared
to 101.9 percent for the first half of 2012.
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Low interest rates affect gains



Investment gains rose 3.4% in Q1
2013



Challenged
Ch
ll
d investment
i
t
t results
lt
offset insurer profitability
Low interest rates continue to challenge
insurers, although total investment
gains rose 5.9 percent to
$27.1 billion for the first half of 2013.

2013
Q2

Investment
Performance
5
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Investment gains consist primarily of interest, stock dividends, and realized capital gains and losses.
Sources: ISO; Insurance Information Institute.
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All charts include mortgage and financial guaranty insurers.
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